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Backstage 5 With...

Daisy Edgar-Jones
By Casey Mink

Bringing a character from the page
to the screen is a feat on its own—but
how do you do so when thousands
of people around the world have
read those pages, too? Daisy EdgarJones gets it. As Marianne on Hulu’s
adaptation of Sally Rooney’s cult novel
“Normal People,” the British actor
knows she won’t please everyone,
and that’s fine; just like the series and
the novel that inspired it, that’s life.

What performance should every actor see and why? Hilary
Swank in “Boys Don’t Cry” is a performance that everybody
needs to see. It is incredible. It broke me. I watched it with my
flatmates and I just couldn’t handle it.

ILLUSTRATION: NATHAN ARIZONA/PHOTO: JOSEPH SINCLAIR

What is the wildest thing you’ve ever done to get a role?
I cut my fringe [bangs]! The month before Christmas last
year, I was like, “I’m not getting any work, I’m cutting a fringe!”
Which doesn’t sound like a big deal, but anyone who has a
fringe knows it is very personal. It’s a life-changer; you have to
maintain it and constantly trim it. Literally the week after, I got
a job, so I think my fringe brought me luck. I will never part with
it now!

getting a job on something else, so I messaged them before I
could even get my rejection.
How did you get your Equity membership? I got approached
to do a show called “Cold Feet” [on ITV], and they talked me
through it all. It’s really brilliant to have a union to look after
you. I just filled out a form and that was that.

What is your worst audition horror story? I was auditioning
for this young company for the Royal Court [Theatre]. I
was so excited, because I’d never done stage before and
I was desperate to get any experience. We were all given
monologues to do on the day and had 20 minutes to look at
them and then perform them. I was given this one that was,
like, this boy’s monologue where this dude was picking up
girls with his car. Everyone else seemed to get perfectly cast
monologues about really emotional things. I was the last one.
I don’t know where this sound came from, I did this massive
“woooo!” noise and it shocked everyone to silence. I ended up

What advice would you give your younger self? Be a little
more carefree. I’ve never been a rule-breaker; I’ve always done
as I’m told and been quite anxious about getting in trouble.
Not that I want to be a rebel without a cause, but I do [wish] I’d
been able to have fun and not worry about making sure I fit in
time to revise or do my homework. I’d like to have gone out and
seen more of my friends and let loose a little bit more.

“I read the book straight after that audition. I’m really glad I didn’t read it beforehand
because I think I’d have messed myself up!”

backstage.com
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HAVE YOU BEEN CAST IN A PROJECT THROUGH A BACKSTAGE CASTING NOTICE? Share your story with us and you might be featured
in an upcoming issue! Just tweet @Backstage using the hashtag #IGotCast and we’ll be in touch to hear your success story!
@BACKSTAGE

FACEBOOK.COM/BACKSTAGE

@BACKSTAGECAST

their skills in a variety of settings and mediums. “There
are so many opportunities
to try and master emerging
technologies and to collaborate
with other students (who may
become your future colleagues)
on films,” says a 2008 graduate.
Fitchburg State University
Students at Fitchburg work
with industry-level equipment
and technology during their
freshman year in an immersive
environment. “You didn’t have
to wait one or two years learning theory before getting access
to equipment,” says graduate
Kevin Ouellette.

Education

cinematographers. “At the end
of the day, it’s somewhat of a
craft school, but that’s not a
bad thing,” says an undergrad
of the Southern California
institution. “If you’re a [DP]
it means you’ll work with
the most talented [directors],
editors, sound designers, etc.,
you’ll ever meet.”

7 Programs for
Aspiring
Cinematographers

From undergrad to MFA, these schools will
prepare you for a career behind the camera
By Alex Ates

DIRECTORS MAY GET ALL
the glory, but cinematographers
bring shots to life. With an
expert understanding of lights,
lenses, and cameras, directors
of photography have one of the
most critical roles on a shoot. So
where do they learn their craft?
Here are some of the best training programs.

BACKSTAGE 05.14.20

Chapman University
With state-of-the-art equipment and facilities, Chapman
is designed for frequent collaboration among students,
allowing relationships to
grow between directors and

4

Emerson College
A Boston school with an L.A.
campus, students study and
connect coast to coast with
the “Emerson Mafia.” Offering
top-shelf equipment and an
interdisciplinary faculty,
Emerson allows DPs to develop

University of North Carolina
School of the Arts
UNCSA offers an official partnership with Sundance, several
on-campus soundstages, and
ample opportunities to collaborate with artists in all sectors
of the industry. Students can
apply for the cinematography
track in their second year, graduating with a sizable portfolio
and connections to working
alums. “[UNCSA] said they’d
put you on set day one.... They
weren’t lying—we were folding
C-stands and wrapping cables
on day one,” says 2004 graduate
Zoë White.

backstage.com
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American Film Institute
A program with deep industry
connections, AFI in Los Angeles
incorporates training in both
digital and film, providing
students a chance to work

on nearly 30 projects a year.
Cinematography fellows show
off their work in a visual essay,
which is then showcased for
industry decision-makers. The
program has trained the artists
behind 34 Academy Award
nominations and seven wins for
cinematography.

Columbia University
A degree from Columbia in New
York City can be competitive,
but for cinematographers, it
will impart practical skills and
invaluable global connections.
According to a 2017 graduate,
“Nearly half of my class [was]
international, and I suspect [at
least 50%] female. The interests
and perspectives of my classmates [were] wide and diverse.”

UCLA
UCLA’s School of Theater, Film,
and Television offers a graduate track in cinematography
where students take classes in
lighting, color theory, digital
cinematography, and script
analysis. In the final two years,
students work as DPs for thesis
projects of directing students,
and research an academic
focus within the science of
cinematography. The approach
prepares students to be thought
leaders in the field.

MFA Programs
in Theatre

MFA and MA Programs
in Film

The Theatre Program at
Columbia University School of
the Arts offers the MFA degree in
Acting, Directing, Dramaturgy,
Playwriting, Stage Management,
and Theatre Management &
Producing.

The Film Program at Columbia
University School of the Arts
offers the MFA degree in
Screenwriting / Directing and
Creative Producing, as well as
the MA Degree in Film and Media
Studies.

arts.columbia.edu/theatre-20

arts.columbia.edu/film-20

“trans, cis, and unspecified.”
The production has also hired
a trans adviser to oversee the
production to maintain sensitivity and proper practices on
set. Production is set to start
in an unknown location in late
summer or early fall, pending
state and county guidelines.

Not All of Hollywood
Is Paused
These projects are still casting right now
By Rebecca Welch

STAY IN THE LOOP ON
industry and casting news
with our write-up on who’s
been slated for recent film and
television roles!
While production might
still be on hold around the
world, some Hollywood film
and TV projects are moving
forward with casting ahead of
tentative shooting dates set for
later this year once safe on-set
protocols have been established. Please note that shoot
dates are subject to state and
county COVID-19 quarantine

BACKSTAGE 05.14.20

“The Civilian”
A new film based on the highly
publicized story of transgender veteran Kristin Beck is in
the works. Before transitioning, Beck served for 20 years
as a highly regarded Navy
SEAL and took part in many
high-profile and dangerous
missions. Having also fought in
Iraq and Afghanistan, she was
awarded the Purple Heart and
Bronze Star for injuries sustained by enemy forces during
wartime, and acts of heroism
or meritorious achievements
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TELEVISION

Rogen +
Silverman
Team for Adult
Animated
Series
By Casey Mink

For the latest news, check out
backstage.com/resources to
find thousands of production
listings, casting directors,
acting classes, agents, and
more!

ANOTHER CARTOON FOR AFTER THE
kids have gone to bed, Sarah Silverman
and Seth Rogen have signed on to lend their
voices to the upcoming animated series
“Santa Inc.” Created by “Shrill” showrunner
Alexandra Rushfield, HBO Max has given
the comedy a series order. No word yet on a
timeline for the project, however, given the
opportunities for remote production, there
is no reason to believe it will be affected by
the COVID-19 pandemic as live-action series
have been.

backstage.com

MARGAUX QUAYLE CANNON

Get cast!

For more upcoming productions
and casting news, visit
backstage.Com/news/casting.

restrictions and may change.
Refer to Call Sheet for the latest
updates and keep checking
Backstage for the latest news
on project development during
this time.

while in service to the United
States, respectively. After
retiring from her successful
career in the Navy, Beck began
her transition, under heavy
scrutiny. Beck shared her story
and became a voice for the
trans community, encouraging
others to live their truth. Now
her story will gain new life
with a film adaptation based
on her autobiographical book,
“Warrior Princess: A U.S. Navy
SEAL’s Journey to Coming Out
Transgender.” Betty Mae is
casting the project. Not only is
the team seeking a transgender
female to accurately portray
Beck, they are also looking to
cast more transgender actors
in a variety of roles, including

LARA SOLANKI/NETFLIX

What’s Casting

“Valley Trash”
The Eastside versus the
Westside versus the Valley
battle has existed for about as
long as Los Angeles has been
a major city. Those on the
Westside have their beach-adjacent homes and are often
idealized as the wealthy and
young among L.A. dwellers.
Nestled on the other side of the
Santa Monica Mountains is the
San Fernando Valley, an area
defined by its less glamorous,
family-friendly neighborhoods
and more affordable rent. ABC
is pushing the “Valley Trash”
pilot, which is looking to shake
up that dynamic by throwing
a valley girl into a prestigious
Westside school. Lisa Miller
Katz is casting the pilot,
which will star Jason Lee and
shoot in L.A. in late summer or
early fall.

that you hear in the episode
when we’re driving in the back
seat while we were doing the
scene, so it was very moody,
very real, very raw. I loved it.
What traits do you and Paxton
have in common?
Paxton gets judged by his cover
a lot, and people don’t realize
that he has a lot underneath
his exterior. I can relate to that
sometimes because people will
judge me before they meet me.

Darren Barnet on
“Never Have I Ever”

Backstage Live

Chatting Up Paxton

Darren Barnet took to our Instagram to answer
your burning “Never Have I Ever” questions
By Benjamin Lindsay

The following Backstage Live
was compiled by Backstage
readers just like you! Follow us
on Twitter (@Backstage) and
Instagram (@backstagecast) to
stay in the loop on upcoming
interviews and to submit questions live on camera.

TELEVISION

‘Tiger King’
Continues
to Rule
MARGAUX QUAYLE CANNON

LARA SOLANKI/NETFLIX

By Casey Mink

backstage.com

NEVER HAVE WE EVER
been as quickly charmed by
a new series as we were with
“Never Have I Ever.” From
co-creators Mindy Kaling
and Lang Fisher (“The Mindy
Project”), this semiautobiographical coming-of-age
Netflix comedy stars newcomer

THE “TIGER KING” CRAZE IS SHOWING
no signs of fatigue—though, admittedly,
this is pretty good: Nicolas Cage will play the
docuseries’ star Joe Exotic in an upcoming
scripted project. Cage has signed on to lead
an eight-episode drama, produced by Imagine
Television Studios and CBS Television Studios.
A network or streaming platform has not yet
been announced. Dan Lagana will serve as
showrunner, executive producer, and writer
as part of his overall deal with CBS TV Studios.
This project, mind you, is separate from
another announced “Tiger King”–based series
starring Kate McKinnon as Carole Baskin.

Maitreyi Ramakrishnan
as Devi Vishwakumar, an
awkward-but-lovable first-generation Indian-American teen
who in the aftermath of her
father’s sudden death, redirects
her life into uncharted waters.
One such item on her bucket
list is hooking up with her
school’s resident heartthrob,
Paxton Hall-Yoshida. Darren
Barnet stars as Paxton and
brings surprising layers to the
misunderstood jock who gets
swept up in Devi’s daily microdramas. The actor recently took
over Backstage’s Instagram
to answer audience questions
about his character, career, and
lasting advice: “I just wanna tell
any actors out there, creatives
of any sort, whatever you’re
doing, do it for the right reasons, never compare yourself
to other people, realize you’re
enough, keep going, and do it
with love.”
What’s your favorite scene
from “Never Have I Ever”?
The car scene and kissing
scene between Devi and I, just
because of the way they shot
it. They were playing the song

7

What’s something you want
to be remembered by?
I wanna make great art, great
films that touch lives [and]
inspire. One thing I say to myself
all the time is: The moment you
think you’re better than someone is the moment you become
worse, so treat everyone with
the same level of respect.
Any tips for self-tapes?
Self-tapes used to drive me nuts
because I felt I was confined to
a box and I had to choose my
own takes, there was no direction. But realize that you have
so much power because you
have so much room to play. So
take risks, be brave, think about
what you can do that other people probably aren’t doing.
What’s the best advice you
would give to a struggling
actor?
One: Keep going. Two: Don’t
place your happiness on acquiring your next role. Don’t look
at it like, “Oh, if I become a TV
series regular, I’ll be happy;
everything will be figured out.”
Your happiness is in [you], no
matter what.
Want to hear more from
Barnet? Watch our full
Backstage Live interview at
our Instagram page,
@backstagecast.
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Meet the Maker

Alan Poul, “The Eddy” director + EP
By Casey Mink

Amandla Stenberg and André Holland on “The Eddy”

BACKSTAGE 05.14.20

studies—which is exactly why,
he insists, he was able to find
his voice as a filmmaker.
There’s “film school,” the
proper noun affixed to institutions and offering curated
curriculum. But there is also
the unofficial film school,
the one that isn’t taught but
is instead the collection of
experiences from which perspective is derived. Only one,
as Poul describes it, is nonnegotiable in order to be a truly
effective filmmaker.
“Have the richest, fullest life
experiences that you can, take
some time when you’re not just
centered on directing but you’re
actually exploring the world
at large,” says Poul, who previously helped helm small-screen
giants “Six Feet Under” and
“The Newsroom” and has seven
Emmy nods to show for it.
However, he also acknowledges

8

that just because you’ve figured
out what you want to say in
your work doesn’t mean you’ll
know how. That’s why his
advice is twofold: If you can,
find a mentor; if you’re lucky,
find several.
“I’m a huge advocate of
mentorship. I think we have
a film school–industrial complex—when I was young, there
were not many film schools in
America and now, there’s this
gigantic moneymaking operation,” he says. “But I feel that
still, making films and making
television is a field of artisans.
It’s a trade you have to learn
by doing, and you will do best
if you can spend time under
the guidance of someone more
experienced than you. You learn
by apprenticing.”
That’s precisely how Poul
learned, having been scouted
and later mentored by

writer-director Paul Schrader,
who recruited the then-upand-comer to work on his 1985
film “Mishima.” That it was set
in Japan made Poul the best
candidate for the job, exemplifying again that what makes
you singular is what makes
you valuable.
While Poul is a case study for
circuitous roads in filmmaking, so, too, is “The Eddy,” now
streaming. The series—created
by Jack Thorne and directed by
Damien Chazelle, with original
music by Glen Ballard and
Randy Kerber—is set around a
jazz bar in modern-day Paris; it
not only draws on Poul’s days
in theater, but transpired via a
similarly roundabout route.
“The script was the last piece
to come together. It’s the exact
opposite way you normally
make a show,” says Poul.
“Everything was always meant
to be inspired by the rhythms
of jazz; the way characters
switch between French and
English, the way the camera
is following the actors, the
fact that all of the music is
performed and recorded live so
the musicians can improvise,
they can riff, they can fuck up.
The idea was to keep the sense
of spontaneity, the ‘anything
could happen’ feeling that you
should get when you’re watching live jazz.”
Not coincidentally, for “The
Eddy”—which stars André
Holland—and in general, Poul
approaches casting similarly
unmoored. “If you have a picture
of a character in your mind and
you try to cast the person closest
to that picture, you will stultify,”
he says. “You will put a clamp
on creativity. In the audition
process, you want the actors
to show you something of the
character that you had not imagined. You’re always looking for
the actor who can do something
with it, because then it becomes
a true collaboration.”

backstage.com

LOU FAULON

“IF YOU COME OUT OF FILM
school and jump right into getting that first job and having a
career, often you end up making
films based on other films rather
than on profound experiences
you’ve had,” says Alan Poul. “I
spent my 20s living and having
experiences, and didn’t focus
myopically on work until I got
into my 30s, so I had a wealth
of experience and opinions and,
most importantly, references.
And that’s how you’re going to
create mature work.”
Poul, an executive producer
and director on Netflix’s new
musical drama “The Eddy,” is
himself a strong case for that
argument, having completed
a degree at Yale in Japanese
language and literature. Factor
in his early-career years
spent working in theater, and
his background was seemingly in everything but film

@BACKSTAGECAST
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THE ESSENTIALISTS

STACEY SHER

executive producer

When STACEY SHER
started out three
decades ago, it seemed
the only role in the
industry for a woman
was “actress.” But
thanks to film school,
she went on to produce
everything from “Pulp
Fiction” to “Man on the
Moon” to this year’s
Aretha Franklin biopic
“Respect” and FX’s latest hit, “Mrs. America.”

Note From the CD

Finding
Your Inspiration

LOU FAULON

ILLUSTRATION: MARGAUX QUAYLE CANNON; “MRS. AMERICA”: SABRINA LANTOS/FX

By Marci Liroff

A FEW MONTHS AGO, WE
couldn’t have imagined we’d
be sequestered in our homes
for a prolonged period of time
due to a global pandemic. This
quiet time has forced us to
slow down and be reflective.
Working from home has
its own complications. For
creatives, it is exponentially
harder to find inspiration for
your creativity. It’s hard to
concentrate when there are so
many distractions. Kids need to
be homeschooled, the washer
and dryer are constantly running—even our pets are more
demanding, because they’re
not used to us being home 24/7.
There’s only so much Netflix
you can watch before you have
to finally get down to business
and do your work, if only for
lack of options!
As I’m writing this article,
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I’ve gotten up no less than four
times since I started my first
sentence. I see spiderwebs gathered in the corner of the skylight
in the kitchen and simply have
to climb up on the ladder to
clean them away—something
I’ve never done in the 19 years
I’ve lived here. Apparently, I’ll do
anything to not have to sit down
and do my work.
With numerous distractions
and a lack of stimulation from
the outside world, it’s hard to
maintain a sense of creativity.
So I began searching. I looked
to my favorite artists for a clue.
Tom Hanks said, “You’re a dope
if you don’t steal from everyone
you’ve ever worked with.” Even
Pablo Picasso had a take on
this, saying, “Good artists borrow, great artists steal.”
This is not to say that you can
be authentically creative by

By Casey Mink
Film school is more
than education;
it’s community.
“One of the great things
I learned about the
industry while I was at
[the Peter Stark Producing Program at USC’s
School of Cinematic
Arts] was that it’s really
important to get to
know your generation
and the people you
come up with and then
be part of a community.
So much of the entertainment business is
based on relationships.
The person I got my
first real job from was
an aspiring writer who
was a friend of another
Stark student when he
did his internship…. I
built relationships with

stealing others’ work. No one
wants to see a carbon copy of
someone else; however, there
are elements within their work
that you can use to spark your
imagination and form your
inspiration.
I did a deep dive on cable
the other night and watched
a movie I hadn’t seen since it
was released in 1993. “Benny
& Joon” is a dark romantic
comedy. An unlikely pair, Mary
Stuart Masterson plays a young
woman with schizophrenia and
Johnny Depp plays a magical
sprite of a character. Depp
“borrows” liberally from Buster
Keaton, Charlie Chaplin, and
Harold Lloyd to create a captivating character that’s part
boy, part man, part unearthly
being. You can see that he’s not
just boldly stealing their moves,
but using their singular flair to
inspire his performance.
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people that have lasted
my whole career.”
Take Warren Beatty’s
producing advice.
“Warren Beatty [gave]
me incredible advice.
When we were first
introduced, he said to
me, ‘What sorts of films
do you want to make?’
And I said, ‘I want to
make various films.’
He looked at me and
said, ‘Do you want to
marry various men or
have various children,
because that’s the same
level of commitment
you have to have to your
work.’ It really changed
everything for me….
Everything I’ve worked
on, I’ve been incredibly
passionate about.”

Think about how many actors
have been inspired by James
Dean and Marilyn Monroe. Are
they just copying their moves
or are they using their essence
to create a fully fleshed-out
character? You’ll see some fail
miserably at their attempt, but
others manage to reach new
heights as a performer.
I suggest you use this time to
find an actor or two who has
informed your work today. Go
back and watch their early films,
and you can see that they most
likely “stole” from other actors
themselves. When acting, you
have a great opportunity to learn
from those around you. So, keep
your eyes and heart open.

Want more?

Read the full interview at
backstage.com/magazine.
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Playing
the Fame Game
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for Pringles. I imagine he was
just thrilled to have the gig and
all the potato chips he could
eat. So, don’t chase fame. The
odds of catching it are too long,
like trying to find a nugget of
gold in a flowing river.
The smart move is to be the
finest actor you can be. That
means staying in class, doing
your best at every audition, and
building your career one step
at a time. If you do that, there’s
a chance you might become a
working actor. There’s also a
very slight possibility you’ll end
up famous.
I represented a struggling
actor who landed a series regular role on a pilot that turned

Fame isn’t a bad thing.
It brings money, power,
and freedom. Those are
all amazing, but they’re
not always permanent.
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Kamala Israfilova

By Franchesca Viaud
Opportunity has
a way of
sneaking
up on you.
Just ask
KAMALA
ISRAFILOVA,
who
embraces
each new experience
with gusto.
Don’t shy away from
the unexpected.
“[For a recent project,]
the audition process
was very interesting. We
were asked to talk about
ourselves, sing, and do
impressions of certain
well-known characters.
I was asked to do an
impression of Queen
Elizabeth II, which was
completely unexpected.”
Practice your craft
wherever you can.
“Whatever projects I
book, I always make
sure to be at my best, so
the people I work with
want to work with me
again…. An audition is
also an opportunity to
act. And for someone
who likes to experience
different roles and meet
new people, Backstage
is just the place to be.”
Pinpoint your
motivation.
“Whenever a role
speaks to me, even if it’s
something completely
different from what I’m
used to, I always want to
try it. It usually results in
discovering new sides
of myself, which is one
of the reasons I’m even
acting at all.”
TO SEE YOUR SUCCESS
story in print, tweet
@Backstage using
thehashtag #IGotCast,
or email us at igotcast@
backstage.com.
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NOT EVERY ACTOR WANTS TO
be famous. Most of you would
call it a win if you could earn
enough to make a living. But
sometimes, when you least
expect it, the stars line up and
your life changes in a major way.
Every career starts small.
Brad Pitt is an international
star who just won another
Oscar. If you look back at his
early days, you’ll see that he
spent years working on episodic television and in films
that have long been forgotten.
Then he landed a small but
memorable role in “Thelma &
Louise,” and people started to
take notice. From there, Brad
Pitt was well on his way to
fame and fortune.
I don’t know the guy, so I
could be wrong, but I doubt
young Brad had his sights set
on stardom when he was shooting a sun-soaked commercial

#IGOTCAST.
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Secret Agent Man

into a hit show that ran for
several years. This made him
an instant star. At first, he was
too busy to notice. Then, reality started to show up, and it
wasn’t always fun. I remember
one time the two of us met for
lunch. When we were done,
he told me his car was parked
a few blocks away. I offered
to drive him over, but it was
a beautiful day, so my client
decided to walk. As I headed
out, I spotted him getting
mobbed. The crowd had popped
up from out of nowhere.
In addition to losing his
privacy, money management
also became an issue. When
the show hit, I told my client to
get a financial adviser, but he
decided to handle everything
on his own. That was a bad
move. The IRS treated him
the same way fellow convicts
treated Tim Robbins in “The
Shawshank Redemption.”
Now, don’t get me wrong:
Fame isn’t a bad thing. It
brings money, power, and freedom. Those are all amazing,
but they’re not always permanent. Sometimes, life will
serve famous actors a slice of
humble pie.
Just think about all the
celebrities who have watched
their careers peter out. Maybe
a series got canceled and
the second one never came.
Or maybe too many films
tanked at the box office and
the studios lost faith. Fame is
delicate, like the figurines in
“The Glass Menagerie.” It can
be a gorgeous, shiny object
that makes your dreams come
true—or, with the smallest of
pushes, it can shatter into a
million pieces.
So, be ready for life in the
spotlight, but don’t count on it.
Fame isn’t for everyone. And it’s
not like you’ve already started
working on your acceptance
speech, right?
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In the Room With

Courtney Malenius

The NYU Tisch admissions officer shares the myths and realities of
applying to film school
By Elyse Roth
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IT HAS NEVER BEEN EASIER TO BECOME A FILMMAKER ON A
whim, with high-quality digital cameras on most smartphones and
free film editing software available. But those who want to really
hone their skills look to the prestigious film and television college
programs like the one at NYU Tisch. Whether you’ve been making
movies since you first laid your hands on a camera or you have the
next American classic stuck in your head and you don’t know where
to go with it, film school turns students with ideas into filmmakers
with the tools to produce them. But first, you have to get in. Courtney
Malenius, associate director of admissions and recruitment for
Tisch’s film and television program, shares what you should know
before tackling your application.
What does your position at
NYU entail? My title is associate director of admissions
and recruitment. I oversee the
admissions process for the
department of film and TV for
the graduate and undergraduate programs.
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How does the admissions
process work for NYU Tisch?
Incoming students apply
through the common application with all of the supporting
academic credentials, like their
transcripts and letters of recommendation and such. Then

we determine what is required
in the artistic portfolio, and
the students submit that
portfolio directly to us. Our
faculty, who will ultimately be
the ones teaching the classes
to the incoming student body,
evaluate their artistic potential
via the portfolio. I then come
together with the admissions office to determine the
students that we feel are strongest, both academically and
artistically, for the program.
The process is very similar for
the [undergraduate and] graduate programs.
What would you tell students
who don’t have advanced film
classes or similar resources
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in high school? We recognize
that in high school, not all
students have had access
to filmmaking equipment
or classes that teach them
filmmaking. We’re really
not trying to identify strong
production skills at this level;
we’re looking to identify storytelling potential. We recognize
that we’re going to train them
on how to use the software
and the equipment once they
arrive on campus. For the
“tell us a story” prompt, if a
student does not have access
to even cellphone equipment
in terms of filming capacities,
they could email us for alternative instructions and we can
provide that in the event that
they don’t have the equipment.
Access is something that’s
very important to us, and [we
strive] to make sure that our
portfolio is available to all
applicants.
What elements do you want
to see in prospective students
that might indicate they’re
a good fit for the school? It’s
not one thing, necessarily. The
best advice we can give is to
be true to yourself and true to
your own voice and the kinds
of stories that you would tell
if you were a student in our
program. Use the portfolio to
really show us that voice as
only your 17-year-old applicant
self can. At the end of the
day, it really is that unique
voice that is going to make an
application or a portfolio stand
out. That’s not us telling you,
“Well, we want to see A +B = C.”
We want you to show us what
makes you you. That’s really,
truly the best advice I can give
to a student.

Want more?

Read the full interview at
backstage.com/magazine.
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Jeremy Pope
is the history-making,
twice-nominated Tony Award
contender-turned-breakout
star of Netflix and Ryan Murphy’s
“Hollywood.” In conversation
with longtime friend and creative
peer Cynthia Erivo, the young
multitalent talks his
performance roots
and his dreams
for the future

JUST LAST YEAR, JEREMY POPE BECAME
the toast of Broadway when, after making his
debut as an ostracized queer high schooler
in “Choir Boy” (a role he originated OffBroadway in 2013), he made his sophomore
outing that same season as Eddie Kendricks
in “Ain’t Too Proud—The Life and Times of the
Temptations.” That he was subsequently Tony
nominated for both—the former for lead actor
in a play, the latter for featured actor in a
musical—cemented him as overnight theater
royalty, and he had an eager base of fans and
peers wondering what he’d do next.
Enter Ryan Murphy and his latest Netflix
endeavor, “Hollywood.” The glamorous,
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golden age Tinseltown–tinged miniseries
stars Pope as the fictional Archie Coleman,
a gay aspiring screenwriter in 1940s Los
Angeles. Also starring Darren Criss, Patti
LuPone, and “The Politician” breakout David
Corenswet (among many others), the series
is a revisionist spin on the period drama,
imagining a midcentury world in which
the minorities who are so often relegated
to society’s sidelines were instead given the
microphone, the camera, and the spotlight.
Pope’s longtime friend and theatrical
peer Cynthia Erivo knows a thing or two
about perceived overnight successes. Her
Broadway debut in the recent revival of “The
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Color Purple” won her a Tony, Grammy, and
Emmy, and the years since have heralded her
as a newly minted must-watch screen talent.
(Last year’s “Harriet” earned her two Oscar
nominations, for best original song and best
actress in a lead role, and she starred earlier
this year on HBO and Stephen King’s watercooler drama “The Outsider.”)
“We’re both kind of eyes closed, dreaming,
leaning forward,” Pope, now 27, says of the
way he and Erivo operate through their artistic successes; as such, we recently tapped
Erivo to interview Pope about his. Just as she
has found since her Broadway breakout, the
sky is hardly his limit. —Benjamin Lindsay
05.14.20 BACKSTAGE
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JEREMY POPE

CE: So, at the time that you were working
on “Choir Boy,” were you also doing music
and photography?
JP: Yeah, so, when I was in college at AMDA,
senior year is the time when you have to
prep yourself and show yourself to the
industry, get your headshots and résumé
ready. Unfortunately, I didn’t have any
money, so I was just out there making it do
what it do; I was taking my own headshots
and not telling my professors. I don’t think
they would’ve cared, but I felt a little bit
embarrassed about that. But then my roommates were like, “Yo, can you take mine,
too?” I started taking pictures for my friends
and I fell into photography, and I started to
succeed in it, and it was kind of a hustle to
make some money. That was something that
I was always doing to help make ends meet
while I was auditioning and even while I was
Off-Broadway.

RAUL ROMA; NETFLIX

CYNTHIA ERIVO: You know what I realized?
I haven’t actually asked you, like, about
your life, childhood, where you came
from, where you started, how you got to
theater—because I think I met you where
you were at a cross-section working in
L.A., doing photography, making music
videos. And then something happened,
and there you were: everywhere.
JEREMY POPE: [Laughs] Well, I’m from
Orlando, Florida, and I got the theater bug in
high school. I used to run track, and theater
and track season were at the same time, so
I had to choose between running track or
being in the theater program. I ended up
getting a lead part in “Cats,” and the rest is
history. We theater people are so weird and
strange and lovely and understanding, and
[I found] that at a time when I didn’t really
know what I wanted to do once I got out of
high school. Long story short: I ended up
sneaking away and auditioning without
telling my parents for AMDA [the American
Musical and Dramatic Academy], and I got
in. So, I went to New York and went to school
for musical theater. It was challenging at
first, because I didn’t really see a lot of shows
that I saw myself fitting in. This was before
“Hamilton,” before “In the Heights” was as
big as it was; [I was] just trying to find room
for me. It was kind of like, “Am I just gonna
be Seaweed in ‘Hairspray’? Am I gonna be
Simba in ‘The Lion King’? Is there really work
for me here?” But I had challenged myself
to prove to my parents that I was going to
follow through, so I ended up changing my
thought process about it all. Instead of trying
to make myself become, let’s say, the next
Norm Lewis, it was like: What do I have to
offer? What tools do I have in my toolbox?
My first audition out of school was for “Choir
Boy” Off-Broadway; it was the first “yes”
that I got in the sense of going into the room,
preparing the material for people, and them
[being] like, “We want you.” That made me
feel like there were opportunities for me to
work in this business.

CE: I feel like there’s been a pattern of you
doing many things at once. Do you find
yourself getting exhausted by it, or does it
inspire you to pull from different sources
of creativity?
JP: I think a bit of both, always. But I love
knowing it’s possible for me to do more
things than I think I can. It’s just challenging
myself with my artistry.

heard from casting, and they’re interested in
you for ‘Hollywood’—so interested that Ryan
offered you this part.” The Saturday before
the Tonys, [Ryan and I] met, and he pitched
me on what he was wanting to do and asked
me if I would be interested in it. I was super
excited about this idea, and that was kind of
what I took with me on Sunday to knock out
the Tony Awards.

CE: Fast-forward to “Choir Boy” and “Ain’t
Too Proud.” You and I both know what
Tonys nomination day is like, but you being
double nominated for both pieces—did
you ever see that moment happening?
JP: No. I think, at some point, it surpassed all
of my dreams. I think I thought I could get to
Broadway and have my parents see me in a
show, but the rest…I hadn’t figured that part
out yet. I was trying to get there. So here you
are times two, and you’re like, “Now what?”

CE: How did it feel to make that transition
from stage to screen? I get asked that
question a lot.
JP: It’s just so wildly different, in that theater
is a thing where you just are, you are where
you are. And when you’re working in TV or
film, your audience is the camera, so there
are certain things logistically that you have
to be aware of. I remember my first day,
thinking, We’re at Paramount and we’re
setting up my coverage; it was exciting!

CE: At what point did you think, I might do
some screen work? Had you been auditioning for screen while you were doing
“Ain’t Too Proud,” or were you expecting
to move on to another show?
JP: To be honest, doing the two shows, I
was like, “I think I might need a break from
the eight-show-a-week schedule.” We were
finding projects that lent to that, and here
comes this show called “Hollywood” by Ryan
Murphy, and we knew nothing about it, there
was no script, it was just: “Archie, an aspiring
screenwriter.” And I auditioned for it the
week of the Tonys—and you know that week
is crazy.

With David
Corenswet on
“Hollywood”

This was something that I had dreamed of. I
remember having conversations with Ryan
early about who this character is, what does
he want, and how does he go about getting
these things? So I felt very grounded. What
I learned in creating “movie magic” is you
have to trust your director. A lot of these
things, you can’t see. So, trusting their vision,
not being afraid to ask questions. With theater, you have your beginning, middle, and
end, and you just do it. But with TV and film,
you’re shooting things out of order—you’re
like, “Have we met? How much do we know
about each other?”
CE: What’s your name again?
JP: Exactly. [Laughs] You piece it together as
you’re filming. You have to have that freedom
of just trying things. It’s a bit of an improv,
it’s a bit of trusting your scene partner.
CE: I watched the whole thing, and
you’re beautiful in it. I love the fact that it
rewrites history; it’s the what-ifs—if we
had done this, and if that had happened,
who knows where we would’ve been.
What about this particular piece made you
decide: This is the thing that I’m going to
start my screen career with?
JP: Early on, I hadn’t read a script, it was just
Ryan kind of pitching me the three characters played by me, Darren Criss, and David
Corenswet. And he was talking about Archie

JEREMY POPE
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CE: It’s nuts! It’s ridiculous. I know.
JP: It was the Sunday a week before the
Tonys, and I came in early and [asked my cast
mate], “Can you just put me on tape for this
thing?” Shout out to Taylor Symone [Jackson]
for hooking that up. The next day, we sent the
tape off, and on Tuesday, my agents called. I
was walking back from our Tony rehearsal at
the theater, and they were like, “Hey, we just

“I often wondered if
there was space for me
in the industry that
I was pursuing. I feel
this fire in my belly
and this creativeness
that I want to share
with the world, but
will it be received with
grace and love, or is
it just the thing that I
keep to myself?”
backstage.com
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a couple of weeks ago, you were holding it
down at the Oscars, a lead actress in a movie. I
feel like there were so many women, so many
young girls, who felt seen, felt heard, who
were rooting for you just because you were in
the room. And you felt that.
CE: Yeah, I did.
JP: And I feel that with the show
“Hollywood,” that it’s bigger than just me.
We’re lending a voice to so many people out
there who want to be heard and seen.
CE: I feel like the projects that you pick
aren’t necessarily for yourself or for the
enjoyment of it, but because as long as it
serves a greater good, that’s what you’re
leaning toward.
JP: Yeah, that kind of revealed itself to me in
the past couple of years. It has to be for the
greater good, because if I don’t feel invested
in it, I don’t think the work is going to be
good. I just know how powerful it is that
we’re able to create. I feel like that’s kind of
what I’m called to do.
CE: So, if you were to write a blurb of your
dream for the next few years, what would
it look like?
JP: I just hope that in all that I do, I am able
to bring up my brothers and sisters to inspire
the next generation. There is space for you,
and if you speak just a little bit louder, people
will want to hear what you have to say. And
if people don’t want to hear what you have
to say, find some people who will—I think
that’s something that I learned about New
York City, that you build a community of people who understand where you’re at in the
moment and who accept you for who you are
and accept you for the person you will end
up becoming. Sometimes, we’re so tempted
to want to look up at who’s up there instead
of looking across and around. There are so
many great people around you.
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as you said, of a revisionist history where,
had people—women, queer people, people of
color—been given the opportunity, how different would our history look? How different
a feeling could it be? It felt like a story where
I was going to be used for the greater good.
It wasn’t about Jeremy Pope being in a TV
show, it was about this young black character
finding a voice. We were able to tell a very
inspiring, hopeful story—how things have
changed and haven’t changed. I mean, let’s
be very real: From your personal experience,
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CE: The special thing that you’ve got.
JP: Some people may be for it, and some
people may not. And that’s OK. That’s art. But
know that it’s OK to share your art in whatever capacity that is.
This interview has been edited and
condensed.
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and being this black, gay writer and how that
person would have to navigate in the ’40s
and ’50s, how confident he would have to be.
And I think in a similar way to how Archie
feels; I often wondered if there was space
for me in the industry that I was pursuing,
whether it be musical theater or theater, or
TV, or music—whatever. I feel this fire in my
belly and this creativeness that I want to
share with the world, but will it be received
with grace and love, or is it just the thing
that I keep to myself? And I loved this idea,

CE: You know that you serve as an inspiration to many young people in this industry.
Someone who’s starting, who doesn’t
necessarily know the ins and outs of it all
but wants to be a part of this world—what
would you say to them?
JP: Try it all. That is important to do as an
up-and-coming artist. Stretch yourself. See
what you can find and what characters you
can play, and challenge yourself in that way.
Another thing is just to own everything that
you are, all of the unique qualities about you.
It’s OK to not be a carbon copy of so-and-so.
Find what you have to give.

Get Your
Scholar
Shipped!
These 7 film school scholarships could
help you out in your time of need
By Lauren LaMagna
WHEN IT COMES TO GETTING AHEAD OF THE HOLLYWOOD CROWD,
a film school degree is one of the smartest ways to go. Pursuing higher
education will provide you with knowledge and hands-on experience
that can give you the kick-start you need come graduation and “realworld” adulthood. Some of the industry’s most acclaimed directors,
writers, cinematographers, and producers are graduates of the top
film schools in the country. But a bachelor’s degree, no matter the
field of study, is going to be quite expensive, leaving many prospective
students behind. Thankfully, several organizations have created an
array of scholarships, grants, and awards that can help students of all
economic backgrounds attend the college of their choice.
Are you a prospective film school student? Here are seven scholarships that should definitely be on your radar. Some have changed
deadlines and requirements in light of COVID-19, so read up below!

The Charles and Lucille
King Family Foundation

The Charles and Lucille King
Family Foundation provides the
opportunity for undergraduate
students to earn a scholarship of
up to $3,500 per academic year.
The scholarship is dedicated to
full-time rising juniors and seniors
who are currently majoring
in television and film at any
four-year accredited, degreeearning college or university in
the country. Applications are
available from Sept. 1 through
April 1. Visit kingfoundation.org
for more information.

applicants must be an AfricanAmerican or black U.S. citizen
in a district represented by a
member of the Congressional
Black Caucus, a current fulltime student at an accredited
academic school, and maintain
a minimum 2.5 GPA. For more
information, visit cbcfinc.org.

Women in Film Scholarship
Program

The Women in Film Scholarship
Program offers women of all ages
and backgrounds the opportunity
to study film at a four-year
college. The scholarship, which
varies by the year, is offered
to female students who are
currently studying at major film
schools throughout the country.
The goal of the program is to
maintain a strong female voice in
the lens of film, television, and the
media. For more information, visit
womeninfilm.org.

The National Academy
of Television Arts and
Sciences Scholarships

The National Academy of
Television Arts and Sciences
(NATAS) offers five separate
scholarships for high school
seniors who intend to pursue a
career in the film and television
industry. Each student is awarded
$10,000. NATAS also offers
regional scholarships throughout
the country. For more information,
visit theemmys.tv/scholarships.

Barbara Caras Memorial
Scholarship for Film Students
Exclusive to students based
in Florida, the Barbara Caras
Memorial Scholarship for Film
Students gives out five $2,000
scholarships to students studying
visual arts every year. In order
to be eligible, students must
be majoring in film, computer
animation, creative writing,
illustration, or motion design,

attend an accredited Florida
college, reside in Sarasota or
Manatee counties, and maintain a
2.75 GPA. For more information,
visit filmsociety.org.

Irene Runnels-Paula
McStay Scholarships

The Irene Runnels-Paula McStay
scholarship program offers two
$5,000 scholarships each year
to students in Texas. In order to
be considered, students must
be attending a public or private
Texas school, have completed
a minimum of 75 hours of
coursework, maintain a 3.0
GPA, and be a full-time student
with a minimum of 12 hours per
semester dedicated to film,
radio, broadcasting, advertising/
communications, or public
relations. For more information,
visit allwomeninmedia-dfw.org.

The Gordon Hay
Scholarship Fund

Every year, the Gordon Hay
Scholarship Committee awards
one student who is pursuing a
nonperformance career within
the arts field with $5,000. Eligible
students can be high school
seniors or college first-years
or sophomores in the greater
Charlotte, North Carolina, region.
Students should be pursuing an
undergraduate degree in film,
directing, choreography, stage
management, playwriting, music
composition, or set, costume,
lighting, or sound design.
For more information, visit
blumenthalarts.org.

OLIVEROMG/SHUTTERSTOCK.COM

Congressional Black
Caucus Foundation Visual
Arts Scholarship

This nonprofit offers several
scholarships for prospective
students, as well as one
exclusively for the visual arts.
Here, the visual arts scholarship
is reserved for students who are
majoring in video production,
illustration, graphic design,
photography, and more. In order
to be eligible for the scholarship,

backstage.com
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Submit a Notice |

New York
Tristate
Plays
Arc Stages 2020-2021
Season

• Casting Equity actors for the Arc

Stages 2020-2021 Season. Season
includes “See What I Wanna See”
(Michael John LaChiusa, playwright.
Rehearsals begin Sept. 7; runs Oct.
2-18, Fri.-Sun.) and “True West” (Sam
Shepard, playwright. Rehearsals
begin Jan. 11, 2021; runs Jan. 29-Feb.
14, 2021, Fri.-Sun.).
• Company: Arc Stages. Staff: Adam

David Cohen, artistic dir.; Ann-Ngaire
Martin, dir.
• Season runs in Pleasantville, NY.
• Seeking—Equity Actors: all genders,

SUBMIT YOUR CALLS FOR CAST AND CREW: Visit backstage.com/findtalent and click on “Post a Notice.”
Include all relevant project requirements, including any pay, fees, dues, costs, required ticket sales or nudity.

Casting picks
of the week

EPAs in NYC. Seeking submissions
from Equity members only for principal roles.
Kim, conceived by; Jason Kim, book;
Helen Park, music-lyrics-music production; Max Vernon, music-lyrics;
Teddy Bergman, dir.; SeonJae Kim,
assoc. dir.; Jennifer Weber, choreo.;
Bo Park, assoc. choreo.; Sujin KimRamsey, music dir.; Tim Forbes and
Joey Parnes, prods.; Tara Rubin
Casting/Claire Burke, CSA, casting.

musical

the attached music. Company states:
“You have just discovered how amazing
these socks feel and it is going to
change your life. Improvise and have
fun with it. There is no dialogue in the
spot.”

2021 in NYC; runs TBD 2021 on
Broadway in NYC.

multimedia

Print Modeling

• Staff: Woodshed Collective and Jason

BY LISA HAMIL

‘Tootsie’
Submit for the first national tour
of this Broadway smash

• Rehearsals begin on or around January

Teams of Two for Storytelling
App
Share your quarantine partner
stories

• Seeking—Equity Actors: 18+.
• Seeking submissions from NY.
• For consideration, submit a private link

to a video of yourself singing a short
contemporary K-pop or Pop song with
your picture and resume to kpopbroadwaycasting@gmail.com. Submissions
deadline is May 22.

musical

‘KPOP’
Video submissions begin
accepted for this upcoming
Broadway production

• Pays $2168/wk. Equity Production

(League) Agreement.

18+.

• Equity Principal Auditions will be held

June 15 from 10 a.m.-6 p.m. (lunch, 1-2
p.m.) at Ripley-Grier Studios (520),
520 8th Ave., 16th fl., New York City,
NY 10018-6507. EPA Procedures are in
effect for this audition. An Equity
Monitor will be provided.

Short Films

logue; or a brief song; or a one minute
monologue and 16 bars/very brief song
if auditioning for both. An accompanist
will be provided. Total audition time
should not exceed two minutes. Bring
picture and resume.

• Company: Unit 11 Pictures. Staff:

• Prepare a brief contemporary mono-

• Pursuant to the terms of a concession

made to this employer’s agreement, the
employer has agreed that any Equity
member who attends this call will have
an opportunity to be seen. Actors of all
ethnicities encouraged to audition for
all roles.
• 2020-2021 salary pending. Current

min: $309/wk. Equity SPT 2 Agreement.

Musicals
‘KPOP,’ Broadway, Equity
Video Submissions

• Seeking Equity actors for “KPOP.”

Note: Due to COVID-19 and Social
Distancing Efforts, accepting Video
Submission Auditions in lieu of live

BACKSTAGE 05.14.20

• Seeking submissions from NY.
• Apply on Backstage.com.
• Self-tape an original dance, in socks, to

film

‘The Conjuring 3’
Join the frightening third installment TBD in Atlanta, GA

‘The Dark Web’

• Casting “The Dark Web,” a short film.

Synopsis: A young man gets into some
dark trouble on the internet.

• Pays $600/day.

Pago Yoga Mat Shoot

• Casting three models (two women, one

man) for a yoga mat photo shoot for
Pago Yoga.
• Company: Eclipse Brand Partners.

Staff: Rashida Poorman, CEO.

• Shoots one during during the first or

second week of June in the New York
metro area (near Greenwich, CT).

• Seeking—Model for Yoga Mat Shoot:

22-40, all ethnicities.

• Seeking submissions from CT.
• Send submissions to rp@eclipsebrand-

partners.com.

• Send a link to your website/portfolio.

Production will follow up with specific
date once shoot details are pinned
down. For more info on Pago Yoga, visit
www.pagoyoga.com.
• Pays $500/day, plus lunch provided.

multimedia

Gregory Fisco, prod.

‘Buzzed: Black Dads And Sons’
Share your feel good family
stories for Buzzfeed, GA

• Shoot dates TBD in the NYC area.
• Seeking—Sam: male, 18-25, Asian,

Black / African Descent, Latino /
Hispanic, Middle Eastern, White /
European Descent, has a quiet, easy
going personality; he is a bit nerdy, he
loves to geek out over video games
and comics. Jack: male, 18-25, Asian,
Black / African Descent, Latino /
Hispanic, Middle Eastern, White /
European Descent, a mix between a
comic book lover and a “bad boy”; he’s
got a dark personality, but has fun
light hearted conversations with his
friends. Will: male, 18-25, Asian, Black
/ African Descent, Latino / Hispanic,
Middle Eastern, White / European
Descent, a witty, extremely intelligent
young man; he loves comics and computer games.

National
Commercials
National Sock Brand
Commercial

• Casting a nonunion national commer-

cial for a sock brand.

• Company: MCM Creative.
• Shoots in mid-May in NYC in a sterile

studio with a small socially distanced
crew, following all COVID-19 safety
guidelines.

• Seeking submissions from NY.
• Send submissions to casting@unit11pic-

• Seeking—Performer/Dancer: all gen-

ders, 30-50, all ethnicities, talent will try
on a new pair of socks and perform an
improvisational, slightly comedic dance
to music.

tures.com.

• Pays $100/day plus food and meals

while on set.
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Animation &
Videogame
Voiceover
Voice Actress for Untitled
Competition Project

• Casting a voice actress to be a part of

an upcoming 72 hour film competition.
Production states: “The premise of the
piece will not be known until the competition commences and the final film
will be no longer than five minutes. The
actress will also be collaborating with
the filmmaker and receive a producer
credit.”
• Company: Chimera Entertainment.
• Records June 5th remotely.
• Seeking—Female Lead: female, 18-54,

an Asian American woman between
18-54. As this is for a competition, the
role is not yet written, however the

backstage.com

National/Regional casting
team’s style has historically been heartfelt comedy.
• Seeking submissions from NY.
• Send submissions to chris@chimer-

aentertainment.com.

• Due to COVID-19, production requires

that the voice actress have access to
her own recording equipment and will
ask for a technical sample to be submitted if selected for an audition.
Production states: “This is not a union
role, but the contest allows for SAG
waivers if a SAG actress wishes to be
involved. “ A script will be delivered that
morning of the shoot and she will conference with the director via video call
and deliver the final recording later that
afternoon.
• Paid, TBD rate (to be negotiated).

Stage Staff &
Tech
‘KPOP,’ Broadway, AEA SM
AND ASM

• Seeking Equity Stage Manager and ASM

for “KPOP.”

• Staff: Woodshed Collective and Jason

Kim, conceived by; Jason Kim, book;
Helen Park, music-lyrics-music production; Max Vernon, music-lyrics; Teddy
Bergman, dir.; SeonJae Kim, assoc. dir.;
Jennifer Weber, choreo.; Bo Park,
assoc. choreo.; Sujin Kim-Ramsey,
music dir.; Tim Forbes and Joey Parnes,
prods.; Tara Rubin Casting/Claire Burke,
CSA, casting.

Hegedus, prod.-editor; Jackie Urteaga,
DP/prod. designer.

• Rehearses and shoots in mid-August in

high school seniors. Casting director
states: “Celeb appearance. Stories told
by seniors and their parents.”

• Seeking—Galen: male, 30-50, White /

Staff: Lauren Waters, casting dir.

Los Angeles, CA. Dates TBD.

European Descent. Almería: female,
18-45, Ethnically Ambiguous /
Multiracial, Indigenous Peoples, Latino /
Hispanic. Kharmel Williamson: male,
18-30, Middle Eastern, South Asian /
Indian.

Northern
California
Plays
Bay Area Playwrights Festival
• Seeking video submissions from local

‘Vu Ja De’

Bay area Equity actors for the Bay Area
Playwrights Festival.

• Casting “Vu Ja De,” a senior thesis short

(may not be required for all three dates)
around the Escondido, CA area.

Southern
California

• Pay TBD. Seeking L.A. submissions.

Student Films

• Seeking submissions from NY.
• For consideration, email cover letter

wk. 2nd ASM: $2,352/wk. Equity
Production (League) Agreement.

Laurenwaterscasting@me.com.

Cinematic Arts policy, no fee shall be
paid to cast members. However, if this
project is done outside of USC (which
may happen), compensation will be
agreed upon on a later date. Food will
be provided and transportation can be
reimbursed.

University. Staff: Elisa Litke, dir.; Celeste
Arteaga, prod.; Emily McCurdy, prod.

• Pays SM: $3,562/wk. 1st ASM: $2,814/

• Seeking submissions from CA.
• Send submissions to

• In accordance with USC School of

• Seeking—Equity Stage Manager And

and resume. Include in subject line “SM
submission” to kpopbroadwaycasting@
gmail.com.

School Senior: 35+, parent(s) for a special segment on the show. Parent(s) will
be talking about what their senior has
taught them. Grandparents of High
School Senior: 18+, grandparent(s) of
high school senior who helped raise
them for special segment of the show.

name, contact info, and availability to
shoot in August. Pick and record two
scenes that feature your character
interacting with the other two in the
story.

• Rehearsals begin on or around January

ASMs: 18+.

• Self-tapes wherever talent is located.
• Seeking—Parent or Parents of High

• Seeking submissions from CA.
• Apply on Backstage.com.
• In your audition tape, include your

film for John Paul the Great Catholic
University. Synopsis: “Vu Ja De” is a
comedy about a high school girl who
gets stuck in a time loop. With the help
of her best friend and several bad
choices, she attempts to break the
cycle.

2021 in NYC; runs TBD 2021 on
Broadway in NYC.

• Company: Lauren Waters Casting.

• Company: Playwrights Foundation.

Staff: Jessica Bird Beza, exec. artistic
dir.; Lauren English, casting dir.

• Festival runs July 12-26 online.
• Seeking—Principal Performers: 18+, all

ethnicities.

• Seeking submissions from CA.
• To apply, visit https://docs.google.

• Company: John Paul the Great Catholic

com/
forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSfjDBlJygM1NIJkQne
9ZPnzHO4fTU1V3aBPkhU7PhBFbGm
Diw/viewform

• Scheduled to shoot June 18, 20, and 21

• Submissions deadline is May 20.
• For more info, visit www.playwrights-

• Seeking—Mr. Socra: male, 30-60, all

ethnicities, high school teacher who is
so ready to retire, but still got it goin’
on. Reels welcome but not required.
However, you must send us your best
knock-knock joke. Aiden: male, 18-25,
all ethnicities, so hot that even if he
took his cousin to prom, people would
say he’s “such a nice guy.” Must pass for
a high school student. Featured extra
role with no lines. Reels welcome but
not required. However, you must send
us your best knock-knock joke.”

foundation.org.

• If you are unable to use the google

form, you can email questions to casting@playwrightsfoundation.org.
• Equity’s contracts prohibit discrimina-

tion. Equity is committed to diversity and
encourages all its employers to engage
in a policy of equal employment opportunity designed to promote a positive
model of inclusion. As such, Equity
encourages performers of all ethnicities,
gender identities, and ages, as well as
performers with disabilities, to submit.

• Seeking submissions from CA.
• Send submissions to vujadeseniorfilm@

Short Films
‘Get It To Go’

• Casting “Get It To Go.” Synopsis: In

2003, when bounty hunter Galen stops
at a run-down, rural gas station to get
some food for his quarry, Kharmel
Williamson, he encounters Almería.
When Almería learns of Kharmel and his
desire to flee to Canada before Galen
can bring him back to New York, she
sees an opportunity to leave her old life
behind.
• Company: University of Southern

California - School of Cinematic Arts.
Staff: Abhinav Tiku, dir.-writer; Kristen
backstage.com

• Pays $16/hr. (reh. and perf.) Equity

gmail.com.

Special Agreement.

• Flat rate for specified number of hours,

plus gas compensation and meals provided. Nonunion project, but production will abide by California state laws
for actor/extra rates.

National/
Regional

Reality TV &
Documentary

Plays

‘Class of 2020 Special:
Parents of Seniors’

2020 New Play Development
Workshop Scene Showcase

primetime network special celebrating

Workshop Scene Showcase. Project

• Seeking parents and grandparents for a

• Casting the New Play Development

19

description: “Features the work of
seven incredible Chicago-based playwrights. Each playwright and director
team will present 10-15 minutes of a
brand new play. This is a wonderful
opportunity to help develop new work.
Some scenes may have adult themes
and language.”
• Company: Women’s Theatre Alliance.
• Rehearsals begin June 13, in Chicago,

IL. Tentative performance July 22.

• Seeking—Woman 1: female, 17-80. Man

1: male, 21-60. Woman 2: female, 2-40,
Latino / Hispanic. Italian Woman:
female, 20-40. Irish Woman 1: female,
15-20. Irish Woman 2: female, 70-85.
Jewish Woman: female, 18. Woman 3:
female, 17-30, Black / African Descent.
German Woman: female, 16.
• Seeking submissions from IL.
• Sign up at www.tiny.cc/

womenstheatre.
• No pay.

Asolo Repertory Theatre
2020-2021 Season, Equity
Video Submission
• Casting Equity actors for the Asolo

Repertory Theatre 2020-2021 Season.
Note: Due to COVID-19 and Social
Distancing Efforts, accepting Video
Submission Auditions in lieu of live EPAs
in NYC. Season includes “Billy Elliot”
(Elton John, music; Lee Hall, book-lyrics;
Josh Rhodes, dir.-choreo.; Tara Rubin
Casting, NY casting. Rehearsals begin
Oct. 13; runs Nov. 18, 2020-Jan. 2, 2021),
“Three Musketeers” (Ken Ludwig, playwright; Alexandre Dumas, adapted from
the novel by; Peter Amster, dir.; Michael
Cassara Casting, NY casting. Rehearsals
begin Dec. 1; runs Jan. 13-Mar. 13, 2021),
“Grand Horizons” (Bess Wohl, playwright; Giovanna Sardelli, dir. Michael
Cassara Casting, NY casting. Rehearsals
begin Dec. 2; runs Jan. 20-Mar. 25,
2021), “Our Town” (Thornton Wilder,
playwright; Michael Donald Edwards,
dir.; Michael Cassara Casting, NY casting. Rehearsals begin Dec. 29; runs Feb.
10-Mar. 27, 2021), “Hood: A New
Musical” (Lewis Flinn, music-lyrics;
Douglas Carter Beane, book; Mark
Brokaw, dir.; Tara Rubin Casting, NY
casting. Rehearsals begin Mar. 2, 2021;
runs Apr. 13-May 1, 2021), “Knoxville”
(Stephen Flaherty, music; Lynn Ahrens,
lyrics; Frank Galati, book adapted by;
Frank Galati, dir. Tara Rubin Casting, NY
casting. Rehearsals begin Apr. 20, 2021;
runs May 14-June 5, 2021), and “Trayf”
(Lindsay Joelle, playwright; Celine
Rosenthal, dir. Michael Cassara Casting,
NY casting. Rehearsals begin Feb. 23,
2021; runs Mar. 24-Apr. 18, 2021).
• Company: Asolo Theatre Company.
• Season in Sarasota, FL.
• Seeking—Equity Actors: all genders,

18+.

• Seeking submissions from NY and FL.
• Seeking video submissions from Equity

Members only. Currently accepting
submissions for stage managers and
assistant stage managers for the 20202021 season. Submissions deadline is
May 15. For Actors who sing: Prepare
either two contrasting brief cuts (about
a minute or under each), or a brief song
and a one-minute contemporary monologue. For Non-Singing Actors: Prepare
two monologues, about two minutes
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casting National/Regional
total. For New York Actors (and any
actors not based in Florida) visit https://
form.jotform.com/201133914418044
and follow the instructions found there.
Equity members should indicate their
membership status in their submission.
For organizational purposes, our strong
preference is for performers to submit
using one of the links above – but if for
any reason that is not possible, materials may be sent to: submissions@
michaelcassara.net.
• For Florida based actors (AEA and Non-

AEA). Note: The Theatre requests that
all actors local to the state of Florida
submit directly to the theatre at the following links: If you are an AEA performer local to the state of Florida,
submit directly to the theatre at the following link: https://asolorep.wufoo.
com/forms/p115y6d30m59wfs/. If you
are a non-AEA performer local to the
state of Florida, submit directly to the
theatre at the following link: https://
asolorep.wufoo.com/forms/p1jqskfh08jpkzs/. Due to the volume of submissions, we will not be confirming
receipt, if a performer is called back or
if any further information is required,
we will follow up directly with the performer. Any questions may be
addressed to. submissions@michaelcassara.net.
• Pays $969/wk. (LORT B) and $717/wk.

(LORT D). Equity LORT B and D Non-Rep
Agreements.

‘Toni Stone’

• Seeking photo/resume submissions

from Equity Members only for
Milwaukee Repertory Theatre and the
Alliance Theatre’s co-production of
“Toni Stone.” Note: Due to COVID-19
and Social Distancing Efforts, these
submissions are in lieu of live EPAs
locally at the theatre in Atlanta and also
in NYC.
• Company: Alliance Theatre. Staff: Jody

Feldman, prod.-casting dir.; Lydia R.
Diamond, writer; Tinashe KajeseBolden, dir.

• Rehearsals begin Dec. 8, 2020; runs

Jan. 5-31, 2021 in Milwaukee. Rehearsals
begin Feb. 16, 2021 in Atlanta; runs Feb.
24-Mar. 14 in Atlanta, GA. Contracts are
contingent.
• Seeking—Toni Stone: female, 25-39,

Black / African Descent, star player of
the Negro Baseball Leagues for nearly a
dozen years. Based on a historical figure. Highly personable, athletic, and
charismatic. Toni wants to be treated as
equal to her male counterparts but is
comfortable in her own skin. She
demands respect but shuns the idea of
receiving special treatment. A person
with integrity, grit, and strong comedic
chops. Open to a variety of physical
types. Athletic, strong, physical, agile
mover. Alberga/Ensemble: male, 18+,
Black / African Descent, “a young and
sexy 63”; a Jamaican businessman and
Toni’s eventual husband. In love with
Toni’s mind and drawn to her energy.
Suave, cocky, and charismatic. Doubles
with characters in the ensemble.
Strong, physical, agile mover. Millie/
Ensemble: male, 35-49, Black / African
Descent, female (played by a male/masculine-identifying actor); Toni’s female
confidant. A lady of Madame Mamie’s
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Gentleman’s Club. Excellent actor who
has great comedic timing. Doubles with
other characters in the ensemble.
Strong, physical, agile mover. Ensemble:
multiple male roles, various races and
ages. Spec/Ensemble: male, 25-39,
Black / African Descent, the smartest
member of the team; professorial.
While he is a great baseball player, Spec
is probably better suited to become a
doctor or a lawyer, but he was raised to
love the game. Doubles with other characters in the ensemble. Open to a variety of physical body types. Strong,
physical, agile mover. King/Ensemble:
male, 30-45, Black / African Descent,
the celebrity of the team, King has
baseball in his blood. Looking for his
next opportunity to join the major
leagues and tries not to give up on himself. Has a stern sense of humor.
Doubles with other characters in the
ensemble. Open to a variety of physical
body types. Strong, physical, agile
mover. Woody/Ensemble: male, 25-35,
Black / African Descent, a Casanova
that sometimes fails to arouse. Always
looking to poke fun at someone or
something. He thinks he is the best lefthanded pitcher in the league. Doubles
with other characters in the ensemble.
Athletic. Strong, physical, agile mover.
Stretch/Ensemble: male, 25-35, Black /
African Descent, catcher, team manager, and coach of the Indianapolis
Clowns. Stretch is the most talented
catcher in the Negro League.
Understands his team’s strengths andweaknesses. Organized, plays hard, and
perhaps drinks a little. Doubles with
other characters in the ensemble. Open
to a variety of physical body types.
Strong, physical, agile mover. Elzie/
Ensemble: male, 35-45, Black / African
Descent, a tough talking member of the
Indianapolis Clowns whose swagger
and macho mannerisms often cover up
his closeted sexuality. Doubles with
other characters in the ensemble.
Athletic. Strong, physical, agile mover.
Jimmy/Ensemble: male, 25-35, Black /
African Descent, newest addition to the
Indianapolis Clowns. Plays fast and
hard, but not smart. A bit timid and
slower than the rest, yet everyone
knows his value on the team. Doubles
with other characters in the ensemble.
Open to a variety of physical body
types. Strong, physical, agilemover.
• Seeking submissions from NY and GA.
• For consideration, submit headshots

and resumes to casting@alliancetheatre.org with the subject line “Toni
Stone.” Submissions deadline is May 22.
• Pursuant to the terms of a concession

made to this employer’s agreement, the
employer has agreed to request video
audition submissions from a set number
of Equity members who submit. There
currently are no SM or ASM positions
available.
• Equity’s contracts prohibit discrimina-

tion. Equity is committed to diversity
and encourages all its employers to
engage in a policy of equal employment
opportunity designed to promote a
positive model of inclusion. As such,
Equity encourages performers of all
ethnicities, gender identities, and ages,
as well as performers with disabilities,
to submit.

• Pays $969/wk. min. Equity LORT B Non-

Rep Contract.

Musicals
‘Aladdin Jr.’

• Casting “Aladdin, Jr.,” a musical.

Project description: “Based on the 1992
Academy Award®-winning film and the
2014 hit Broadway show about the ‘diamond in the rough’ street rat who
learns that his true worth lies deep
within. Aladdin and his three friends are
down on their luck until Aladdin discovers a magic lamp and the Genie who
has the power to grant three wishes.
Wanting to earn the respect of the princess, Jasmine, Aladdin embarks on an
adventure that will test his will and his
moral character. With expanded characters, new songs, and more thrills, this
new adaptation of the beloved story will
open up ‘a whole new world.’”
• Company: Fleetwood Community

Theatre.

• Performances run December 11 and 12

in, Fleetwood, PA.

• Seeking—Aladdin: male, 10-18, a poor

street urchin, longs to make his mother
proud, but sometimes loses his way.
He’s the thief with a heart of gold, charismatic, versatility to play both the playful prankster and romantic lead.
Heavy-singing role. Vocal range top: E4
Vocal range bottom: G2. Babkak,
Omar, and Kassim: all genders, 10-18,
Aladdin’s three loyal and playful pals.
Babkak is the Agrabahn foodie who
loves to snack, kindhearted Omar has a
sensitive soul, and stubborn Kassim
yearns to be a leader. They should be a
truly tight-knit trio of strong singers
and actors. Genie: all genders, 10-18,
The fast-talking, fun-loving, scenestealing wisecracker who lives in the
lamp and yearns to be free. Genie
needs great comic timing and a flashy
and fun sense of showmanship. Vocal
range top: D#4 Vocal range bottom:
G2. Iago: 10-18, The fawning and funny
sidekick to Jafar. Only one lyric to sing,
sarcastic asides with comedic flair.
Vocal range top: E4, Vocal range bottom: Bb2. Isir, Manal, and Rajah:
female, 10-18, Jasmine’s devoted attendants, keep the Princess grounded with
their honesty and openness. Isir, whose
name means “inspiration,” is optimistic;
Manal, “achievement,” is assertively
encouraging; and Rajah, “hope,” is the
most protective, strong singers. Vocal
range top: Eb5, Vocal range bottom:
B3. Jafar: male, 10-18, The power-hungry and crooked Grand Vizier. He has
two-faced personality – loyal advisor to
the Sultan and scheming villain. Has
several delicious comedic moments
with his lackey, Iago. Vocal range top:
Eb4, Vocal range bottom: Bb2. Jasmine:
female, 10-18, The Princess of Agrabah,
longs to experience the world outside
the palace walls. Curious and assertive,
she knows what she wants and craves
the freedom to make her own choices.
She is the romantic lead and a young
woman caught between her responsibilities to her people and to herself.
Vocal range top: E5 Vocal range bot-
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tom: G3. Sultan: male, 10-18, The warmhearted ruler who dotes on his
daugther, is committed to upholding
the ancient laws of Agrabah. Must play
the father figure convincingly. Vocal
range top: C4 Vocal range bottom:
Ab3.
• Seeking submissions from PA.
• Send submissions to fleetwoodct@ptd.

net.

• Auditions Sept. 13 & 14. To apply, pre-

pare “Proud of Your Boy Reprise” (for
males), “These Palace Walls” (for
females) and “Friend Like Me” (for the
Genie specifically).
• No pay.

‘Godspell’

• Seeking video submissions from Kansas

City Metro actors only for principal
roles in “Godspell.”
• Company: Starlight Theatre

Association. Staff: Rich Baker, prod.;
Jerry Jay Cranford, dir.-choreo.;
Anthony Edwards, music dir.; Christina
Burton, assoc. choreo.
• Rehearsals begin Aug. 10; runs Aug.

12-25 with a possible extension through
Aug. 27 in Kansas City, MO.
• Seeking—Jesus: male, 18+, all ethnici-

ties, charismatic, charming, funny, gentle but with strength; tenor. John the
Baptist/Judas: male, 18+, Jesus’ lieutenant and most ardent disciple and the
doubter who begins to question and
rebel. Charismatic, but in more of an
overt revolutionary way. He is the most
“serious” and intellectual of the group,
but must also possess a good sense of
physical comedy; baritone. Nick: male,
18+, all ethnicities, very high energy.
Impish and playful; tenor. Telly: male,
18+, all ethnicities, not the brightest in
the bunch, he is a little slow on the
uptake, but there is a great sweetness
and innocence about him. He sings “All
Good Gifts;” tenor. George: male, 18+,
all ethnicities, the comedian, the class
clown. The guy who can do a hundred
voices and imitations; tenor/baritone.
Anna Maria: female, 18+, all ethnicities,
a bit of a tomboy, but basically open
and sweet. She is the first of the group
to commit to following Jesus in the song
“Day by Day;” mezzo. Uzo: female, 18+,
all ethnicities, the shy one with an
“earth mother” kind of warmth to her;
alto. Morgan: female, 18+, all ethnicities,
sassy and slightly cynical and can turn
on a sexiness in the manner of Mae
West orMadonna; soprano. Celisse:
female, 18+, the female equivalent of
the class clown. Goofy and a cut-up.
Playing string instrument(ukulele) a
plus; mezzo. Lindsay: female, 18+, all
ethnicities, the confident one, the
show-off. The first one to volunteer,
sometimes she jumps in before she
really understands what’s going on;
soprano.

• Seeking submissions from MO.
• For consideration, submit headshot and

resume with your videos or links to
auditions@kcstarlight.com. Video
should include one song in a contemporary pop vocal style exhibiting range.
Singing from the show is acceptable.
Also include any tricks, tumbling and/or
musical instruments in which you are
proficient. Submissions deadline is May
23. Virtual callbacks will be on June 13.
backstage.com

National/Regional casting
pessimistic, self-deprecating, childish
and easily flummoxed. She is her own
worst enemy – second-guesses her
third guesses, can’t let anything go and
literally created a yoga position called
‘The Downward Spiral.’ She thinks the
world is out to get her, wallows in selfpity. She makes her anxieties known
incredibly loudly and really just wants to
be happy. She’s got a big heart, which
always gets broken. Any voice part, mix
or belt up to C5, highest note is E5. Jeff
Slater: male, 30-45, a sardonic realist
who lacks the ambition and drive to live
up to his potential. The voice of reason
that swirls just outside the eye of
Michaels chaos. Jeff sees the humor of
situations and has no reluctance to
point out people’s flaws – even his own.
His self-awareness and observations
make him Michaels sounding board and
conscience, as well as best friend. A
lethargic ball of moderate enthusiasm,
Jeff has a motto: “Seize the day!” – He
sees the day, then goes back to bed.
Baritone/baritenor with a little falsetto.
Max Van Horn: male, 25-35, selfobsessed, with a limited wit. A firm
believer in his own hype, he’s a ‘personality’ who measures his appeal through
artificial adulation… and can’t imagine
anyone not being attracted to him.
Welcoming any opportunity to take off
his shirt, he thinks the world revolves
around him. He never gets the joke and
is sure he’s deeper than he is. Tangled
earbuds are his Rubik’s Cube. Baritone/
baritenor, range from C3 to G4. Ron
Carlisle: male, 40-55, an incredibly successful director – just ask him. He
demands respect and is often disrespectful in return. His ‘creative well’
does not go that deep, but he knows
what sells. He has little patience, and
even less vision. Loves an argument as
long as he wins it and manages to work
his accomplishments into every conversation. He’s the first to tell you that he’s
damn good at being humble. Baritone,
but material is in a comfortable midrange for most voices. Rita Marshall:
female, 50-65, levelheaded, experienced and the voice of sanity and reason in a swirling pool of crazy. She is
always a beat ahead of everyone and is
very New York. Alto/mezzo, but material
is in a comfortable low range for most
voices. Stan Fields: male, 50-60,
Michael’s overworked agent. Always to
the point, he plays the game, but hates
it. He knows how to talk around any
subject. He’s put upon, exasperated
and has been around the block… more
than once. Perhaps it’s because he
refuses to pay for parking. This role
does not sing. Male Ensemble Dancers Who Sing: male, 25-35, seeking excellent dancers and strong
singers. Looking for charismatic,
unique performers with a great sense
of humor. Partnering is a plus. Ensemble
will understudy lead/principal roles.
Female Ensemble - Dancers Who Sing:
female, 25-35, excellent dancers and
strong singers. Looking for charismatic,
unique performers with a great sense
of humor. Partnering is a plus. Ensemble
will understudy lead/principal roles.
Male Ensemble - Singers Who Move:
male, 25-45, excellent male singers
who move well. Looking for charis-

• Note: All characters must be strong pop

singers, movers and adept at comedy.

• Equity’s contracts prohibit discrimina-

tion. Equity is committed to diversity
and encourages all its employers to
engage in a policy of equal employment
opportunity designed to promote a
positive model of inclusion. As such,
Equity encourages performers of all
ethnicities, gender identities, and ages,
as well as performers with disabilities,
to submit.
• Pays $1,088/wk. min. Equity MSUA

Contract.

‘Singin in the Rain’

• Casting the musical “Singin in the

Rain.”

• Company: Theatre Tulsa. Staff: Kara

Staiger, choreo.; Vern Stefanic, dir.

• Production runs August 14-30 in Tulsa,

OK.

• Seeking—Multiple Roles: 18+.
• Seeking submissions from OK.
• For more info and to register, visit

www.theatretulsa.org/rainaudition.
• No pay.

‘Tootsie,’ First Nat’l Tour

• Casting for the first US national tour of

Broadway musical, “Tootsie.”

• Company: TROIKA Entertainment.

Staff: TROIKA entertainment, prod.;
Brian Schrader, general mgr.; Robert
Horn, book; David Yazbek, music-lyrics;
Binder Casting/Chad Eric Murnane,
CSA, casting.
• Rehearses begin o/a Aug. 31, 2020 in

NYC; travel to tech o/a Sept. 23, 2020 in
Buffalo; runs through Oct. 3, 2021 (52
performance weeks) in NY.
• Seeking—Michael Dorsey/Dorothy

Michaels: male, 30-45, an actor’s actor.
A focused perfectionist, outspoken,
stubborn, abrasive and at 40 – frustrated at where his career hasn’t taken
him. He’s myopic when it comes to his
work, non-committal and flirtatious
when it comes to women and exasperating to all when it comes to something
he wants. Highly intelligent and desperate to do the one thing he loves more
than life itself… act. When Michael realizes that he can no longer book work
after an audition goes poorly, he reinvents himself as actress, Dorothy
Michaels, and wins the part. Dorothy
Michaels is strong willed, understanding, humorous, playful and always
speaks her mind. She can talk to people
in a way Michael can’t. She’s slightly
coy, slightly vein and completely lovable. She’s Michaels better half, and
sometimes, his better whole. Strong
comic chops are needed. Baritenor (A2G4/Bb4) with either a very strong high
falsetto/mix or a high tenor belt. LEAD.
Julie Nichols: female, 30-35, an actor at
a crossroad in her life. Focused, selfaware and self-assured. She has an
organic beauty and heartfelt humor –
which she uses to avoid what she’s
really feeling. She masks her pain and
longs to connect. Kindhearted and
modest, she gets the joke, is grateful
for what she’s been given, but is not
ready to demand what will make her
happy. She won’t give her heart easily,
but when she does, it’s completely.
Mezzo with a strong mix/belt. Sandy
Lester: female, 35-40, she’s neurotic,
backstage.com
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matic, unique performers with a great
sense of humor. Ensemble will understudy lead/principal roles. Female
Ensemble - Singers Who Move: female,
25-45, excellent female singers who
move well. Looking for charismatic,
unique performers with a great sense
of humor. Ensemble will understudy
lead/principal roles.
• Seeking submissions nationwide.
• Apply on Backstage.com.
• Production states: “Rehearsals: $600

flat p/w. Performances: Min. $850 p/w;
Lead; max. $850 p/w. Principals: Flat.
$600 p/w – Featured Ens./Ens. +0.2% of
Producers share of overages following
the first week post recoupment.
Producers will provide actors with
travel & double occupancy housing in
addition to full health insurance coverage. Plus, weekly per-diem of $280
upon departure from NYC through tech
and the remainder of the contract.
• No housing, or per diem will be pro-

vided during the New York City
rehearsal process.”

‘West Side Story’

• Casting the musical “West Side Story.”
• Company: Tyler Civic Theatre.
• Production runs July 30-Aug. 9, in

Tyler, TX.

• Seeking—Riff: male, 25-30. Tony: male,

25-30. Bernardo: male, 25-35. Maria:
female, 18-21. Anita: female, 25-30.
Chino: male, 20-35. Doc: male, 60-75.
Schrank: male, 40-55. Krupke: male,
30-60. Ensemble: 18+.

• Auditions will be held by appt. May 25 at

7 p.m. and May 26 at 7 p.m. in Tyler, TX.

• Send submissions to info@tylercivic-

theatre.com.
• No pay.

Feature Films
‘The Conjuring 3’

• Casting for the feature film “The

Conjuring 3,” starring Vera Farmiga and
Patrick Wilson. Project description:
“Third installment of the ‘Conjuring’
franchise.”
• Company: New Line Cinema, Rose

Locke Casting. Staff: Michael Chaves,
dir.
• Shoot dates TBA in Atlanta, GA.
• Seeking—Longer-Haired Men: male,

18+, all ethnicities, 70’s & 80’s style longer hair.
• Seeking submissions from GA.
• Send submissions to extras@

RoseLockeCasting.com.

• To apply, submit photos and contact

info.

• Some pay.

‘The Man from Toronto’

• Casting the Sony Pictures feature film

“The Man from Toronto,” starring Kevin
Hart & Woody Harrelson. Project
description: “What happens when the
world’s deadliest assassin, known as
‘The Man from Toronto,’ and Teddy,
New York’s biggest screw-up, are mistaken for each other in a rented Airbnb?
The Man from Toronto and Teddy are
forced to team up and save the day, but

OnliNe
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casting National/Regional
the real question is, will they survive
each other?”

• Seeking submissions from PA.
• Send submissions to ggant@chocolate-

Hughes, dir.; Jason Blumenthal, prod.;
Rose Locke, casting dir.

• To apply, submit pix & résumés.
• Pays $300.

• Company: Sony Pictures. Staff: Patrick

• Shoot dates TBD in Atlanta, GA.
• Seeking—Business Types: all genders,

18+, all ethnicities, looking sharp, D.C.
Types, please have hair and makeup to
match.If men have a bread it should be
well groomed beard. Buckhead Betty/
Bob: all genders, 18+, casual upscale,
yuppy types, you’re going to the country club, so I want your most upscale
look but they isn’t like you’re going to a
ball, please have hair and makeup to
match. Ball Background: all genders,
18+, let’s see your best suit/tux or gown
look, if you have multiple dresses/suits
then show them off, please have hair/
makeup and jewelry to match. Tourist:
all genders, 18+, show me your best
tourist look, ss if you were going to visit
Puerto Rico. Homeless: all genders, 18+,
hair & makeup to match.
• Seeking submissions from GA.
• Send submissions to extras@

RoseLockeCasting.com.

• Include three pictures (include a recent

dated selfie), age, height, weight, and
all contact information. Casting States:
“As you know we don’t have any dates.
But what I am also doing here is giving
you guys time to actually dress the
looks.”
• Pay is $80/8 hrs.

Short Films
‘Lion’s Head’

• Casting “Lion’s Head,” an MFA thesis

film about a distant mother and son
who reconnect through cooking
together.

• Staff: Ruoyu Li, writer-dir.
• Rehearses in July in Boston or online;

shoots in the early fall in Boston, MA

• Apply on Backstage.com.
• If you would like to be considered for

barstudios.com.

this casting, you must fill out the mandatory casting application attached
below.
• Nonunion. Paid.

Reality TV &
Documentary

Local
Commercials

New TV Project, Extreme Cat
Lovers Consumed by Their
Beloved Pets

Hoy Recovery Commercial
• Casting a commercial for Hoy

Recovery, a rehabilitation clinic located
in Valarde, NM.

• Seeking extreme cat lovers and those

whose lives have been seriously
affected by them for a new docuseries. Casting asks: “Is your love for
your casts next level and it’s starting to
severely affect your relationship? Are
you struggling to keep the romance
alive with your significant other and
prefer to devote your time and energy
to your furry friends? Or, have you been
involved in a catfight with a loved one
who puts their pets on a pedestal and
refuses to make things right? Does your
feline-obsessed partner continue to
put the cats first and you’ve had
enough? If this sounds like you or someone you know we want to hear from
you!”

• Company: Hoy Recovery. Staff:

Maurizio Romero, dir.

• This commercial will start production

once the city opens back up in Valarde,
NM.

• Seeking—Hispanic Males: male, 20-59,

Latino / Hispanic, seeking one Hispanic
male in his 20s and an older Hispanic
male in his 40-50s. Hispanic Female:
female, 30-49, Latino / Hispanic, a
Hispanic woman in her 30-40s.

• Shooting this June.
• Seeking—Real People: 30-79, all eth-

nicities, must be somewhat tech/social
media savvy.

• To apply or nominate someone send

• Seeking submissions from FL.
• Send submissions to availability@

your name, age, location and recent
photo along with a brief description of
your cat dilemma to catcasting@figure8films.tv.

frcastingnotifications.com.

• To apply, submit names, ages, and con-

tact number.

• Comp TBD, non-union.

• Pays $150.

• Pays $100/per day, plus travel, lodging,

about how they show their love - either
in unique ways, in funny ways, in different ways than the traditional sense of
saying “I love you.” Synopsis: We’re
looking for dads and their adult sons
(18+) to talk about the different things
they do to express their love for each
other. Nationwide casting. This will be
flexible shooting and will be shot
remotely using video conferencing.
Must be 18+ to submit. Both father and
son must be available to shoot. Looking
to shoot May 26 (from your homes).
Must have video shoot capabilities
(smart phones, video recording devices,
webcams, etc.). Looking for fun, warm,
and outgoing pairs! Paid casting for
both father and son!

and meals provided.

Scripted TV &
Video
Untitled Kickstarter Video

• Casting an untitled Kickstarter video.

Project description: “Kickstarter video
for a new line of heels by local
Philadelphia designer.”

• Company: Chocolate Bar Studios. Staff:

Gregory Gant, casting dir.

• Shooting will be a half-day in late May/

June (pending restrictions), in
Philadelphia, PA.

• Seeking—Female Actor/Model: female,

18+, video will consist of lifestyle photos
and video b-roll of you wearing the
shoe outside.

BACKSTAGE 05.14.20

Online
Commercials &
Promos

• Casting black dads and sons to talk

Aspirational Couples 35+
For Skin Care Line, Work
from Home
• Casting beautiful couples to help

demonstrating a men’s skin care line.
Synopsis: This job is work-from home
with the help of a remote director.
• Staff: E. Kennedy, coord.
• No rehearsal; shoots in your home

with a remote director’s help in the
U.S.
• Seeking—Men 35+ With A Female

Partner 30+: male, 35-45, handsome
men, 35-45, who is quarantining with
a beautiful woman, to demonstrate
skin care products. Woman 30+ With
A Male Partner 35+: female, 30-45,
beautiful woman who is quarantining
with a handsome man; male partner
must demonstrate skin care products;
woman will explain why he needs to
take better care of his skin.

• Company: BuzzFeed. Staff: Alicia Pitts,

casting.

• Tentative shoot date May 26 from

home/remote shoot.

• Seeking—Father/Son Duo: 18+.
• Seeking submissions nationwide.
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Synopsis: This is a social media ad that
you can film on your smartphone. This
is for a high end face oil brand that
uses natural and non-toxic
ingredients.
• Staff: TJ, casting asst.
• Work from home opportunity; may

request a short audition video.

• Seeking—Natural, Earthy Female:

female, 35-45, looking for a 35-45 yr
old female with great, clear skin for a
face oil brand’s social media ad. Ideal
female will have an active, well
curated Instagram and have a natural,
little to no makeup look, and very in
tune with nature and the earth; you
will discuss this brands product and
ingredients, along with applying the
oils; link your Instagram when you
submit.

• Pays $70 for shoot.

Melanie Moreno, casting dir.

ure8films.tv.

BuzzFeed: Black Dads & Sons

availability.

Face Oil Social Media Ad

• Submit headshots and experience.
• Some pay.

• Casting for a MyPillow commercial.
• Company: Frontrunner Casting. Staff:

• Seeking submissions nationwide.
• Send submissions to catcasting@fig-

• In your cover letter, note your

com.

media buy-out.

• Seeking submissions nationwide.
• Apply on Backstage.com.
• Link your instagram when you submit.

MyPillow Commercial

18-65, all ethnicities, extreme cat lovers
or those that have been affected by
them.

Multimedia

• Pays $250 per person. Non-union, all

• Seeking submissions from NM.
• Send submissions to alifestoodstill.hoy-

recovery@gmail.com.

• Company: Figure 8 Films.
• Shoot is TBA.
• Seeking—Cat Lovers: transgender,

• Seeking submissions nationwide.
• Send submissions to theruoyu@gmail.

science.com.

• Casting a work at home opportunity.

• Seeking—Mom: female, 40-60, Asian.

Ming: male, 18-35, Asian.

• Seeking submissions nationwide.
• Send submissions to casting@tube-

We may request a short audition video
from you as well.

Hair Loss Treatment Brand
Social Media Ad

• Casting males for a hair loss preven-

tion brand social media ad. This is a
work-from-home opportunity that can
be shot on your smartphone. Must
have before and after photos from
having used Finasteride and/or
Minoxidil to treat your hair loss.
• Staff: TJ, casting asst.
• Work-from-home opportunity.
• Seeking—Male Treating Hair Loss:

male, 30-50, all ethnicities, looking for
a male between 30-50 years old who
has before and after photos from
treating his hair loss with Finasteride
and/or Minoxidil.
• Seeking submissions nationwide.
• Apply on Backstage.com.
• Production may request to see before

and after photos plus and a short
audition video.
• Pays $70.

Meal Kit Subscription
Service Social Media Ad

• Casting talent for social media ads for

a meal kit subscription service brand
that specializes in creating healthy
and nutritious meals that are sent to
your home to cook quickly and easily.
• Company: Narrative Ads. Staff: TJ,

casting dir.

• Works from home wherever talent is

located.

• Seeking—Female With Busy Lifestyle

Who Likes to Cook: female, 30-55, all
ethnicities, female between 30-55
who lives a busy lifestyle and loves to
cook but finds it hard to make time to
prep the meals. This person is healthconscious and wants to cook nutritious meals for her family. Talent will
do an unboxing of the product, talk
about how important healthy and
organic ingredients are to her and her
backstage.com

National/Regional casting
Mar. 11-28, 2021).

Top Agent & Book TV Commercials.”

Staff: Andrew Kato, prod. artistic dir.chief exec.

• Pays $150.

Fun Young Man: transgender male,
18-25, man, 18-25, fun with good vocal
energy to react to a storytelling app.
Woman, 26-40: female, 26-40,
attractive Woman, 26-40, who can
show broad reactions to storytelling
app.

Pairs/Teams of Two for
Storytelling App

science.com.

• Company: Hanchett Media. Staff: Kyle

shows. Contact Shonna Rash for submissions via email at seasonauditions@jupitertheatre.org or mail to
Maltz Jupiter Theatre, c/o Shonna
Rash, 1001 E. Indiantown Rd., Jupiter,
FL 33477. For info on season and
dates, visit https://www.jupitertheatre.org. Maltz Jupiter Theatre is
committed to equal opportunity
employment and a flexible, non-traditional casting policy. “Non-traditional
casting” is defined as the casting of
ethnic minorities, senior actors,
female actors, or actors with disabilities in roles where race, ethnicity, age,
sex or ability is not germane.

the correct way to start your career or
re-energize an existing career and
build the acting career of your
dreams, apply. In this highly informative, empowering, career-energizing
webinar, you will learn: the seven ways
TV commercials can help you build
your television and film career; the
top 10 biggest mistakes most actors
make that can cause immediate failure in their career (many of you are
more than likely practicing these mistakes right now and it’s destroying
your career); and an introduction to a
proven, game-changing, winning
action plan that will help you launch
and sustain a productive, profitable
acting career.”

• Shoot is TBD but we’re shooting for

Equity LORT B+ Non-Rep Agreements.

family, show herself cooking the meal,
display and eat the meal, and then
review the meal.
• Seeking submissions nationwide.
• Send submissions to tj@narrativeads.

com.

• Casting groups of pairs/two people to

play a storytelling app on camera.

• Staff: E. Kennedy, supervising casting

prod.

• Works remotely wherever talent is

located. Dates are TBD and flexible.
• Seeking—Lead Person in a Two-

Person Team: 18-25, seeking women
and men, 18-25, who are quarantined
with another person (spouse, significant other, friend, roommate, or sibling) to play a storytelling app
together. Second person must be
quarantining with you and must be
between 18-25 and willing to participate. Production will be capturing natural reactions to the game.
• Seeking submissions nationwide.
• Send submissions to casting@tube-

science.com.

• Only the lead should submit on

Backstage. This person can provide
info on the second person during the
audition process. Submit ASAP.
• Pays $125 per person. Nonunion, all

media buyout.

Premium Skincare Oils
Brand Social Media Ad

• Casting talent for a social media ad

for a high-end skincare brand that
specializes in facial oils. The brand
uses all natural/organic ingredients.
This is a work-from-home opportunity.
Casting director states: “This is a premium, high-end brand that uses
organic ingredients. These qualities
should be important to not only your
beauty routine, but your outlook on
life, wellness, and health as well.”
• Company: Narrative Ads. Staff: Jackie

Ng, casting dir.

• Shoots remotely wherever talent is

located.

• Seeking—45- to 70-Year-Old Radiant

Female: female, 45-70, all ethnicities,
seeking a mature, radiant female
between 45-70 years of age for a skincare face oils brand. Talent will discuss their skincare routine
on-camera, unbox the product, demonstrate using it, talk about the product’s effect and ingredients, and
review the results/sensations while
using the product.
• Seeking submissions nationwide.
• Send submissions to tj@narrativeads.

com.

• Pays $70.

Storytelling App

• Cast young people, 18-25, for work-

from-home gig for a storytelling app.

• Staff: E. Kennedy, supervising casting

prod.

• No rehearsal; date is TBD and flexible;

location is work-from-home in the U.S.
• Seeking—Vivacious Young Woman:

female, 18-25, young, vivacious
women, 18-25, with good vocal energy
to react to storytelling app. Energetic
backstage.com

• Seeking submissions nationwide.
• Send submissions to casting@tube-

• Pays $125 per project. Non-union, all

media buyout.

U.S. Army Domestic
Violence PSA

• Casting a PSA for the U.S. Army that

raises awareness of domestic violence, which is on an extreme rise
during this quarantine situation.
Project description: “We are conscious of social distancing and have a
minimal crew, and ad revolves around
a single actress (only a few people
total).”
Hanchett, prod./dir.

sooner than later in Colorado Springs,
CO. We are conscious of social distancing and have a minimal crew, and
ad revolves around a single actress
(only a few people total).
• Seeking—Military Spouse/Partner:

female, 20-39, all ethnicities, military
spouse/partner who monologues for
under 60 seconds. This role does
require some wide emotional range so
we’re seeking experience.
• Seeking submissions from CO.
• Send submissions to kyle@hanchett-

media.com.

• To apply, submit pix, résumés & reels

as soon as possible. I can send you the
script and any other info.

• Pays $300 for what will likely only be a

half-day on set.

Stage Staff &
Tech
Maltz Jupiter Theatre 20202021 Season, AEA SM/ASM
Availability
• Seeking Equity Stage Managers and

ASMs for the Maltz Jupiter Theatre
2020-2021 Season. Season includes “I
Hate Hamlet” (Paul Rudnick, playwright; Bill Fennelly, dir. Rehearsals
begin Oct. 6; runs Oct. 29-Nov. 8),
“Sweet Charity” (Neil Simon, book; Cy
Coleman, music; Dorothy Fields, lyrics; Marcos Santana, dir.; Al
Blackstone, choreo. Rehearsals begin
Nov. 10; runs Dec. 3-20), “Dirty Rotten
Scoundrels” (Jeffrey Lane, book; David
Yazbek, music-lyrics; Mark Martino,
dir.-choreo. Rehearsals begin Dec. 22;
runs Jan. 14-31, 2021), “Good People”
(David Lindsay-Abaire, playwright; J.
Barry Lewis, dir. Rehearsals begin Jan.
26, 2021; runs Feb. 18-28, 2021), and
“Sunset Boulevard” (Andrew Lloyd
Webber, music; Don Black and
Christopher Hampton, book-lyrics;
Marcia Milgrom Dodge, dir.-choreo.;
Based on the Billy Wilder film.
Rehearsals begin Feb. 16, 2021; runs
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• Company: Maltz Jupiter Theatre, Inc.

• Season runs in Jupiter, FL.
• Seeking—Equity Stage Managers/

ASMs: 18+.

• Seeking submissions from FL.
• SM and ASM positions available for all

• Pays $1,412/SM and $1,188/ASM.

Workshops

• Instructor states: “If you want to learn

• Company: Hey, I Saw Your

Commercial! Staff: Mike Pointer,
career coach.

• Visit the website to view available

class times.

• Seeking—Actors of All Types: 18-65,

all ethnicities.

• Seeking submissions worldwide.
• Send submissions to mike@heyisawy-

ourcommercial.com.

• To attend, visit www.heyisawy-

Free Class, ‘How to Book TV
Commercials & Launch Your
Acting Career’

ourcommercial.com/live-webinars.
Click or cut and paste the link to
schedule your time. If you miss the
live run, watch the replay. Click link
for additional dates and times.

class: “How to Book TV Commercials
& Launch Your Acting Career with a

“Union commercials can pay $672
plus residuals.”

• Seeking participants for a online free

• Free class. Career coach states:

Ask An Expert

Agents Auditions Film

Headshots

Q:

Social Media

Theater Unions

Voiceover

How can I work with union actors
for my low-budget student film?

—Frank L.

Our Expert

*Submit questions for our Experts on Backstage’s Facebook or Twitter accounts or
via our forums page at backstage.com/forums!
The views expressed in this article are solely that of the individual(s) providing them, and do not necessarily reflect the opinions of Backstage or its staff.
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So, you’re an independent student filmmaker looking to make a movie and you want
to hire union actors. Can you? The short answer is yes. But there’s a lot to consider.
If you’re still learning the ways of independent film, be advised that using union
actors may not be the right choice. If you don’t know film etiquette and don’t have
a budget to cover the cost of union actors, a well-crafted screenplay, locations that
serve well, and the other essentials to make a quality film, you may be wasting a
professional actor. If you have these things, hire away! I only mention it because I
want you to have an understanding of what working with a professional actor will
require, and to make sure you’re thinking about providing the best atmosphere and
use of their time as well as yours.
Take a look at the union requirements of the country where you’re planning to film
and hire to see the rates you’ll need to budget for, how long you can film with these
actors, and any other amenities you’ll need to cover. Here’s a shortlist of some of the
major unions: SAG-AFTRA (USA), ACTRA (Canada), MEAA Equity (Australia), and
Equity (U.K.).
In America, SAG-AFTRA is going to be your guide. Its site is full of resources on
what it will cost your production to hire union actors depending on the type of
performer you need. There are also examples of agreements and a clear definition
of which type of agreement might be best for your type of project. Earlier this year,
the union announced a few changes to its low-budget options, so if you have friends
who made films last year, make sure you actually do the research yourself to see the
updated rates and find out which category your film fits within.
The rest is up to you. Working with union actors will bring professionalism and up
the production value of your project, so make sure you’re professional in your care
and treatment, too.

The Slate

The Actor’s Quarantine Resource
We’re not letting creativity + productivity stop in the face
of coronavirus. We’re taking you directly to industry power
players through Backstage Forums AMAs, Instagram
takeovers and Q&As, YouTube Lives, and most excitingly,
Zoom-hosted seminars for interactive group classes!
Guests include:
Fitness Coach Steph VS
Casting Director Melanie Forchetti
Talent Agent Chaim Magnum
UK Casting Director Sophie Kingston-Smith
Makeup Artist Bridie Coughlin
Yoga Teacher and Actor Kristin Calabria
Dialect Coach and Casting Assistant Coco Kleppinger
Voiceover Actor Laurie Burke
Voice Teacher Andrew Byrne
Casting Associate Brett Hahalyak
and more!

To get all the details and view the full schedule, please visit backstage.com/magazine.

